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Delayed-choice experiments have been performed using an atomic Stern-Gerlach interferometer operating
with a low-intensity beam of metastable hydrogen atoms. By use of a fast-commutable analyzer, it is possible
to modify the operating mode of the interferometer while the atom has already entered the device. Various
types of delayed-choice experiments have been carried out to check the standard interpretation of quantum-
mechanics. Within the experimental accuracy, our results do not show any discrepancy between permanent and
delayed-choice operating modes of the interferometer.@S1050-2947~96!00712-3#

PACS number~s!: 03.75.Dg, 03.65.2w

I. INTRODUCTION

In their paper on delayed-random-choice quantum-
mechanical experiments@1#, Alley, Jacubowicz, and Wickes
mentioned the following sentence written by Niels Bohr@2#:
‘‘ @...# it obviously can make no difference as regards observ-
able effects obtainable by a definite experimental arrange-
ment, whether our plans of constructing or handling the in-
strument are fixed beforehand or whether we prefer to
postpone the completion of our planning until a later moment
when the particle is already on its way from one instrument
to another.’’ In this context Wheeler@3# and von Weizsa¨cker
@4# asked whether the result of an interference experiment is
modified if the observation of either the path followed by the
photon or the interference pattern is decided after the photon
has entered the interferometer, e.g., has passed the slits in a
Young interferometer. So far some of the gedanken experi-
ments proposed by Wheeler have been realized with photons,
in space and time domains@5,6# or using a random-delayed
choice@1#. In these experiments two-path interferometers are
used~Mach-Zehnder interferometers! and the delayed deci-
sion concerns the second~recombining! beam splitter, which
may or may not be activated, using a Pockels cell as a po-
larization rotator. When this second beam splitter is acti-
vated, after the photon has passed the first beam splitter, the
two paths are indistinguishable and interferences are ob-
served. By contrast, when the second beam splitter is not
activated, the interferences disappear~test of the wave-
particle duality!. The general conclusion of all these experi-
ments is that the so-called Copenhagen interpretation of
quantum mechanics is valid.

One of the main difficulties in such experiments is obvi-
ously the high velocity of light that requires the use of short
pulses and fast electronics at the nanosecond scale. Another
difficulty is that one particle only should be present at any
time in the interferometer. This implies not solely low flux
~hence low signals! but also a special statistics of the photons
such that the second-order correlation function at zerog~2!~0!
should be as small as possible. This point is discussed in
detail in Ref.@5#, where different photon sources are com-
pared: a low-pressure discharge lamp@g~2!~0!52#, laser
@g~2!~0!51#, and resonant fluorescence light from a dilute
atomic beam or from a single trapped ion@g~2!~0!50, i.e.,
antibunched photons@7,8##. This is of particular importance

in random choice experiments, such as that of Baldzuhn,
Mohler, and Martienssen@9#, which use photon pairs pro-
duced by parametric fluorescence: one of the photons serves
as a trigger and the other one traverses a Mach-Zehnder ring
interferometer.

To our knowledge no such delayed-choice experiment has
been made up to now with neutrons~for which experiments
have already been proposed by Zeilinger@10#! or atoms, in
spite of the fact that various interferometric techniques have
been developed in recent years@11#. Compared to photons,
atoms~and neutrons! have the great advantage of their low
velocity needing characteristic times in the microsecond
range rather than in the nanosecond one. For low intensities
the time delay between two successive atoms is a random
variable distributed according to a Poisson law@12#, as in the
case of a laser beam. In the present paper, several delayed-
choice experiments carried out using a Stern-Gerlach inter-
ferometer operating with a beam of metastable hydrogen at-
oms H* ~2s1/2! are reported. In the weak magnetic fields
used here~&0.5 G!, H* atoms behave as spin-1 particles,
which gives three possible paths corresponding to the mag-
netic numbersMF521,0,11. This enables us to realize
delayed-choices other than the simple observation, or lack
thereof, of the interferences. Nevertheless, all these experi-
ments are of the type of those proposed by Wheeler and are
obviously in the context to which Niels Bohr’s remark refers.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. General principle

The Stern-Gerlach interferometer is based upon the
atomic spin polarization. Its optical counterpart~with two
polarization states instead of three! is the interference pro-
duced by a birefringent crystal plate cut parallel to the opti-
cal axis@Fig. 1~a!#. A light beam, linearly polarized in direc-
tion P̂, traverses the plate whose polarization eigenvectors
are ê1, ê2.

Each polarization component propagates through the plate
at its own phase velocity, which finally produces two phase-
shifted amplitudes on the two orthogonal statesê1, ê2. In
order to observe the interference effect it is necessary to
project the final polarization state onto the linear polarization
Â of an analyzer. It is well known that the highest contrast is
obtained whenP̂ makes an angle of 45° withê1 and ê2, Â
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being either parallel or perpendicular toP̂. It is also easy to
see that by rotatingÂ after the photon has passed the plate, it
is possible to decide whether one observes an interference
pattern~ÂiP̂!, the complementary pattern~Â'P̂!, or no in-
terference at all~Âiê1,2!.

B. Source and detector

The static realization of such a device for H* atoms@see
Fig. 1~b!# has been already described elsewhere in detail
@13#. The H* atoms are produced by a 120-eV electron bom-
bardment of a thermal beam of H2 molecules. The dominant
part of the atomic velocity distribution is roughly Maxwell-
ian and is centered around 10 km/s. Many species are pro-
duced by the electron bombardment, but the detector is spe-
cific of H* (2s) atoms. It consists of a static electric field
localized within a 1-mm-wide region that induces the 2s-2p
transition. The Lyman-a photon resulting from the subse-
quent 2p-1s transition is detected through a MgF2 window
by a channel electron multiplier. The overall detection effi-
ciency is about 6%. The fact that only a relatively small
fraction of the atoms are detected does not affect the inter-
ference patterns obtained in a single-atom mode.

C. Polarizer, analyzer, and phase object

The atoms are spin polarized by passing them through a
transverse 600-G magnetic field~Lamb-Retherford method
@14#!. Once past the polarizer, the atomic beam consists of
two equal and uncorrelated populations of metastable Zee-
man levels 2s1/2, F51,MF511 and 0. This atomic beam is
then partially polarized. In fact, however, as the hyperfine
energy splitting between levels 2s1/2, F50 ~depopulated!

and 2s1/2, F51 is large enough to prevent any further re-
population of the former level, our partial polarization is
similar, while complementary, to a total polarization of the
2s1/2, F51, MF521 level ~up to a constant background!.

The two pole pieces of the polarizing electromagnet are
disymmetrized with respect to the longitudinalz axis ~dis-
tances 3 and 5 mm!. The polarizer is followed by a triple
magnetic shielding consisting of two soft-iron foils and one
m-metal foil separated by 0.5-mm gaps, with 4-mm holes
centered on thez axis. Under such conditions the fringe field
behind the shielding is approximatelylongitudinal ~parallel
to the atomic velocity when the transverse 600-G field is
directed upward!, with a magnitude of 14 G at the center of
the last diaphragm. Placed 8 mm downstream is a 10-cm-
long cylindrical triplem-metal shielding, within which the
residual field~due to outer sources! is less than 2 mG. In
addition, this shielding will contain a controlled low trans-
verse magnetic-field profileB(z) ~the phase object of the
interferometer!. Let us assume for a moment that it is empty.
It is followed by another three-foil shielding and, 8 mm
downstream, by a second electromagnet~the analyzer!, these
elements being exactly symmetrical to those of the entrance
part.

In the evolution of the spin of an atom moving in an
inhomogeneous static magnetic field, two parameters are of
special importance: the local Larmor frequencyvL ~1.4
MHz/G! and the local angular velocityV of the field ‘‘seen’’
by the moving atom. Within the region extending from the
polarizer to the entrance of the central cylindrical shielding,
vL is everywhere larger than 6 MHz, whereasV is lower
than 0.1 MHz. Under such conditions~vL@V! the projection
of the spin along thefield direction is constant~adiabatic
evolution!: any Zeeman stateMF prepared by the polarizer
remains unchanged provided that it is referred to the local
direction of the field. Alternatively, the field within the cen-
tral shielding is so small that the spin rotation angle is at
most 10°: it is now the spin direction referred to as thez axis
that remains almost unchanged.

The interference patterns are obtained by scanning the
magnitude of the transverse field profileB(z) ~B[0 corre-
sponds to the central fringe!. WhenBÓ0, at the entrance of
the cylindrical shielding, the direction of the field rotates in
space by an angle of 90° over a distance of 4 mm. As the
field magnitude in this ‘‘transition region’’ is always less
than 0.5 G, the ratiovL/V is less than 0.5%, which leads to
a ‘‘diabatic’’ evolution: the incoming~longitudinal! spin
state is abruptly projected onto the quantization axisB̂ of the
phase object. This is equivalent, in the optical counterpart, to
the diabatic passage from the basis set$P̂, P̂8%, whereP̂8 is
orthogonal toP̂, to $ê1, ê2%. A similar evolution is obtained at
the output of the phase object. It is equivalent to the diabatic
passage from$ê1, ê2% to $Â, Â8%.

The phase shiftw between two consecutive Zeeman states
that is accumulated along the profileB(z) is given by@15#

w5
gmB

\v E B~z!dz,

whereg ~52! is the Lande´ factor,mB is the Bohr magneton,
andv is the atom velocity. The integral is extended over the
whole range of the profileB(z). Three methods are used to

FIG. 1. ~a! Optical interferences with a crystal plate.P̂, polar-
izer; ê1,2, polarization eigenvectors of the plate;Â, analyzer.~b!
Experimental setup:ka , electron gun; P, polarizer; A, analyzer~P
and A are two 600 G vertical magnetic fields!; MS, magnetic
shieldings; C, pair of coils producing the magnetic-field profile
B(z) ~phase object!; D, detector; F, static electric field; W, MgF2
window; CEM, channel electron multiplier. The additional coils BA
and TA are shown in more detail in Fig. 2~a! ~coils BP and TP are
symmetrical to BA and TA, respectively!.
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obtain the interference patterns.~i! One uses the wide veloc-
ity distribution given by the source and scans the magnitude
of B. As the phase shift is velocity dependent, a loss of
contrast towards large interference orders is observed: only
the central fringe and two lateral fringes are clearly visible.
~ii ! By pulsing the source, through the electron bombard-
ment, it is possible to get the time-of-flight distribution~for a
fixed value of the magnitude ofB!, on which a sine modu-
lation due to the interference is observed~w is proportional
to the time of flight!. ~iii ! Finally, by pulsing the source and
gating the detector with a fixed delay, one makes a time-of-
flight selection. A larger number of fringes are then visible in
the interference pattern, according to the quality of this se-
lection @13#.

D. Fast commutation of the analyzer

The validity of the description given previously for the
spin-state evolution through the interferometer has been veri-
fied experimentally, without any velocity selection, in the
following way. When the polarizer and analyzer are parallel,
a centraldark fringe is observed. It is thus so because the
Zeeman stateMF511, for example, prepared by the polar-
izer, is adiabatically transported asMF511 along the fringe
field of the polarizer~i.e., along the1z axis!; it then comes
out of the phase object, encounters the fringe field of the
analyzer~oriented along2z!, and is finally transported adia-
batically ~as MF521! into the analyzer, where it is
quenched. On the contrary, when the polarizer and analyzer
are antiparallel, the emerging state isMF511 along the
fringe field of the analyzer and it is allowed to reach the
detector giving rise to a centralbright fringe.

By adding to the fringe field of the analyzer a longitudinal
magnetic field produced by a cylindrical coil (BA) ~20 turns,
21 mm in diameter! @Fig. 2~a!# and using a parallel polarizer
and analyzer, it is possible to transform the dark central
fringe into a bright one by simply increasing the current in
BA towards negative values, i.e., by reversing the longitudi-
nal fringe field in front of the analyzer@Fig. 2~b!#. This effect
provides us with a simple method to quickly commute the
analyzer: A second cylindrical coil (TA) ~15 turns!, coaxial
to BA and smaller in diameter~14 mm instead of 21 mm!, is
wound upon a copper tube that is longitudinally segmented
to reduce the damping effect from eddy currents. A pulsed
current of about 0.32 A inTA is able to reverse again the
axial field, changing the bright central fringe into a dark one.
The low value of the self-inductance~less than 0.5mH! al-
lows for rise times shorter than 0.1ms.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Four different experiments have been carried out using a
pulsed electron bombardment in the H* atom source~pulse
durationdt51 ms, repetition timeT5110 ms!. dt is small
compared to the most probable time of flight~38.5ms!. In all
these experiments the atom flux is very low~about 5 atoms/s
or less!; therefore the average time delayt̄ between two
successive atoms is very long compared toT ~t̄*0.2 s,
which corresponds to a mean number of atoms present
within the interferometer much smaller than one!.

In experiment I, we haveB(z)[0, which corresponds to
the central fringe of the interference pattern. A time-of-flight

FIG. 2. ~a! Magnetic shieldings and coils in front of the ana-
lyzer; a dc in coil BA is used to modify the longitudinal fringe field
of the electromagnet; the coil TA has a similar effect, but it can be
used with a pulsed current~its core is segmented in order to reduce
the eddy currents!. ~b! Atomic signal as a function of the intensity
in the coil BA; the interferometer is set on the central fringe~B[0
in the phase object!; with bothP andA fields directed upwards this
fringe is dark. When a sufficiently negative dc is applied to BA, the
fringe field ofA, initially directed towards2ẑ, is reversed and the
central fringe becomes bright. Once the BA current is fixed at point
M , a positive pulse of current~10.32 A! applied to TA is able to
change again the bright fringe into a dark one.
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distribution is measured under static conditions represented
by pointM in Fig. 2~b! ~bright fringe for any velocity!. Then
a positive pulse of 0.32 A is applied to the coilTA, within
the interval 30–40ms ~t50 is the starting time of the source
pulse!. As is shown in Fig. 3, the delayed decision to have a
central dark fringe affects only those atoms whose classical
external motion experiences theTA pulse, i.e., atoms arriv-

FIG. 3. Time-of-flight distributions obtained with a zero-
magnetic field in the phase object. The analyzer operates under the
conditions defined by pointM in Fig. 2~a! ~solid circles!. When a
positive pulse is applied to TA a dark fringe is obtained for all
atoms that classically ‘‘see’’ this pulse~open circles!. Solid squares
denote the difference.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but now the magnetic field in the phase
object differs from zero~iB5100 mA!. Under static conditions of
analysis~open circles! interference fringes modulate the time-of-
flight curve. When the TA pulse is applied~solid circles! the fringes
are reversed for all atoms that classically see the pulse. Solid
squares denote the difference.

FIG. 5. Interference patterns obtained with velocity-selected at-
oms, by scanning the magnetic field in the phase object. Solid line,
the analyzer is set at pointM in Fig. 2~a! ~central bright fringe!;
dots, a positive pulse is applied to TA within a time interval such
that all selected atoms classically see it. The whole interference
pattern is reversed.

FIG. 6. Reversal of the central fringe when the delay between
the starting time of the source and that of the TA pulse is scanned.
Solid circles,i B50 ~dark fringe with the TA pulse present!; open
circles, i B556 mA ~bright fringe with the TA pulse present!.
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ing on the detector at times ranging from 41.5 to 56ms.
In experiment II, a dc ofi B5100 mA is applied to the

phase object@B(z)Þ0#. As the phase shift is proportional to
the time of flight ~TOF!, the TOF distribution exhibits an
oscillation that is another form of the interference pattern.

When theTA pulse is applied between 23 and 33ms, it is
observed~Fig. 4! that the fringes are reversed, again for
those atoms classically ‘‘able’’ to experience the change of
the analyzer caused by this pulse~arrival times within the
interval 25–41.5ms!, i.e., those atoms that are subjected to
our delayed decision.

In experiment III, a time-of-flight selection is made by
gating the detector within the time interval 36–41ms, cen-
tered at the most probable time of flight. Now the magnitude
of B(z) is varied by scanning the dci B over the interval
@2150 mA,1150 mA#. The first interference pattern is ob-
tained using the same static analysis parameters as in experi-
ments I and II@pointM in Fig. 2~b!#. As expected, a bright
central fringe appears and a rather large number of fringes~8
in the presenti B range! are visible as the velocity selection
~dv/v.13%! yields a 175 pm coherence length for a mean
de Broglie wavelength of 38 pm. When the coilTA is pulsed
within a time interval~23–33ms!, all selected atoms classi-
cally experience the changed magnetic field of the analyzer
and the pattern is reversed~Fig. 5!.

One may think of artificially antibunching the atom beam
by use of a selection of the time intervalt between succes-
sive atoms@12#, by rejecting all pairs of atoms such thatt is
smaller than the time of flight@16#. Unfortunately, this
makes sense only if the detection efficiency is close to one.
Actually, with the present efficiency of about 6%, only a few
detected events are selected, which provides almost no infor-
mation about the undetected atoms within the apparatus.

In a second experiment, the delay between the starting
time of the source pulse and that of theTA pulse is scanned
from 5 up to 55ms, the pulse duration being a constant~10
ms!. The velocity selection is the same as that used in experi-
ment III. Two fixed values of the currenti B in the phase
object ~i B50 and 56 mA! are used, giving, respectively, a
dark or a bright fringe for the atoms that classically experi-
ence theTA pulse and reversed fringes for the atoms that
completely miss theTA pulse~solid circles and open circles
in Fig. 6!.

Experiment IV is a delayed-choice version of the standard
complementarity or duality test. As explained in Sec. II, the
principle of such an experiment is to commute the analyzer
from a position giving an interference to another position,
letting only one amplitude pass, i.e., in the present case only
oneMF state referring to the quantization axis in the phase
object; in this latter case one way is selected and the inter-
ference disappears. In the present device the buildup of the
final linear superposition takes place in a region located be-
tween the magnetic shielding of the phase object and the
fringe field of the analyzer. A guiding field, parallel to the
transverse field in the phase object, is created, by two parallel
wires in this transition region. This field is sufficiently large
in magnitude and range to give an adiabatic connection from
the phase-object field to the fringe field and then to the
600-G field of the analyzer, giving rise finally to a single
outgoing amplitude. This interference eraser can be switched
on and off as fast as the coilTA described above and can be
used in a similar manner in delayed-choice experiments. Fig-
ure 7~a! shows the result of such an experiment carried out
using a time-of-flight measurement~cf. experiment II!.
Within the classical arrival-time interval of atoms able to
experience the pulse~0.32 A during the time interval 23–33

FIG. 7. ~a! Same experiment as in Fig. 4, but now with a pulsed
guiding field in the analyzer able to erase the interference~see the
text!. Open circles, difference between the TOF spectra obtained
without and with a fixed magnetic field in the phase object~i B5100
mA!; solid circles, same difference when the pulsed guiding field is
present~pulse of 0.32 A and time interval 23–33ms!. ~b! Same
experiment as in Fig. 5, but now with the pulsed guiding field
present in the analyzer. Full line and solid circles: interference pat-
tern with no pulse; open triangles, the pulse~0.32 A, 23–33ms! is
present. For clarity this latter signal is shifted by220. The inset
shows the Fourier transforms of both patterns~same symbols!.
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ms! applied to the parallel wires, the interference fringes are
erased. Similarly, when a velocity selection identical to that
of experiment III is made, all selected atoms~classically!
experience the pulse, which leads to an almost complete can-
cellation of the whole interference pattern@see Fig. 7~b!#.

IV. CONCLUSION

Within our experimental accuracy, we have shown that
the statement made by Niels Bohr as it is quoted in the
Introduction is fully reliable~as it is with photon beams, as
shown previously by other authors! with atom beams, in a
regime such that one particle is present at a time within the
whole experimental device. It has been shown that the
present setup enables us to manipulate the analyzer after the
atom has passed the first beam splitter in order to get either a
reversal or a cancellation of the interference pattern, depend-
ing on ~i! the direction of the analyzing magnetic axis~re-
spectively perpendicular or parallel to the field in the phase
object! and ~ii ! the exact time at which the manipulation
takes place. To gain constructive insight into the present re-

sults, one may consider that the state of the system is fully
determined if both the dynamical evolution, given by the
~local! Schrödinger equation,and the boundary conditions
are known, the chronology in the Schro¨dinger operator being
essentially governed by the group velocity, i.e., by the veloc-
ity of the particle, at least in all experiments realized so far.
This is reminiscent of the Cauchy problem.
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